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nlm ODUCT I C!l 
Hanp has been grown in the United States since early colanial days. 
However, until 1943 the acreage ot this crop was not very extensive. In 
1942 the hemp acreage in 'the United States was about 13,500 aores (26). 
In 1943, due to the urr;ont need for large quantities by the armed services, 
the hemp acrear;e was increased to a bout 176,000 acres (26). Yihether bemp 
will be grown on a large scele after the present anergency will depmd 
upon whether it can be grown econanically enough to compete with other 
fibers. 
Henp is sown in the spring like small grain and produces a thick 
stend of slender unbranched stalks. These stalks grow to a height or 6 
to 10 feet. The f1 her is found along the entire length of the stalk, 
between the thin outside bark and the pith on the inside. The crop is 
usually cut around the last of August or tho early part of September. 
The stalks are then spread evenly on the ground to ret. The .purpose of 
retting is to loosen the material binding the fibers so that they may be 
more easily sepLrated trom the reat of the stalk. Since the upper side 
of the stalks rets first, the stalks are turned over onoe to ins\U"a 
uniform retting. '!'he stalks are then picked up and bowd into bundles. 
The hemp is then shocked, dried, and hauled to the hemp mill 1¥here it is 
stacked. (26). 
At the mill the retted stalks are taken from th e stack end put throur;h 
a dryer. which ranoves most of tile moisture. They are then put through a 
serilu of rolls which crush the stalks, brealcing the pith into small 
pieces called "hurds. n y.ost of the l')urds fall out leaving the tiber behind. 
The tiber is then sent to a ftaoutching" machine, which oonsists of two 
rotating drums that brush and canb the tiber, thereby rcsnoving the remain-
ing hurds. The long, straight fiber that ranains is known a.s line fiber. 
The Boutching machine also combs out !!hart, snarled, or tangled fiber. 
This tiber 18 known as "taw." At the present time part ·ot the waste hurds 
are burned to supply heat and power for the mill. The hurds cCIlstitute 
about 80 per oent of the hemp stalk, the other 20 per CEnt being tiber (~). 
In 1943 the a.verage yield of henp straw per aore tor 112 farms in 
Illinois was 2.6 tons (25). The average cost per acre for growing, harvest-
ing, load1ne;, and delivering wasf65.02 per aore tor the above fnrma. The 
average price }:aid for a tan of hemp straw for these same tarms was 842.90 
per ton. Using the a. hove fle;ures the gross income per acre sown would be 
2.6 times $42.90, or tlll.54 per aore. The net profit per acre sown would 
be $111.64 minus t55.02, or $56.52. At the above prioes a tarmer would 
have had to produce 2t tons of hemp per acre to equal the margin of protit 
f'r0I:1 the same aore if it had prod uoed 76 bushels of corn for sale an th e 
cash Il'.B.rket at 1943 prices (25). From the above figures hfJllp seems to com-
pare favorably with corn as a farm orop. 
However, the poioes prevailing in 1943 are alnormal due to wartime 
conditions. It is doubtful whether hanp could ccmpete favorably with oern 
in the postwar years because 01' renewed competition .... ith cheap imported 
fibers, such as jute, 85.88.1, and al:8.ca. 
It is clear, theretore. that if the h8I!lp industry is to survive on 
a large scale in the Ulited States some additional source 01" inoa:ne will 
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have to be found. The most promising source of additional income would be 
the utilization of 'the 'Rate hurda in such a way that the hurds would 
becane valuable enough to PlY for pert of the expense of producing the 
hemp crop. 
The hurda are attraotive aa an agrioultural bY-product because they 
are segregated. at the hemp mill and. unlike cornstalks. straw. and similar 
materials, do net have to be gathered together in the rields by t1 speoial 
operation in order to be delivered to a factory. The purpose of this 
study 1a to develop a process for uti.l1&1ng the waste hemp hurda in a 
profitable ~er. 
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REV'IEW OF LITffiATURE 
CanpoDitian of Hemp Hurde 
The canpositian of hemp hurds as given by Sohwalbe and Becker (oo} 
1s as f'o11owst 
Ash 1.20 per oent 
Fat. wax and resin :5.15 per oent 
Protein 2.85 per cent 
Pectin 0.98 per oUlt 
Pent 0 san 22.15 per cent 
Cellulose 60.52 per cent 
Lignin 20.00 per oent 
Raasow and Zaohendorlein (13) give tho canpositian of hemp hurds aSI 
Ash 1.28 per cent 
Fat and resin 2.85 per cent 
Pentosan 24.16 per oent 
Cellulose 40.51 per cent (pentosan free) 
Lignin 23.34 per oent 
The above analytical values agree fairly well for all the canponents 
exoept oe11u1ose. The lower value in the latter case was probably due to 
a more complete ranoval of pentosBns. 
Schafer and S1mt1onds (14) £? ve the following analytical values for 
hanp hurda. 
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Lignin 25.3 per oent 
Pentosans 22.2 per oent 
Cellulose 55.3 per cent 
Pentosans in oellulose 12.5 per cent 
Soluble in ethyl alcohol-
&CIetcc.- .bc2/??t!"/.Je 1.9 per cent 
Proposed Uses of Hemp Hurda 
Golub and turf e (8) treated hemp chaff with several reagents at dif-
ferent temperatures. They macerated hemp ohaff with lime. lime plue 
sodium hydroxide, sodium hydroxide, and sodium. hydroxide plus sodium 
sulfide with 8 parts of liquor to 1 part hemp chaff in eaoh case. The 
tmperature was varied from 15° c. to 90° C. The optimum results were 
obtained by macerating honp charf at 800 C. to 900 C •• 1th 10 per oent 
lime for 5 to 6 houre and with 1 to 8 per cent sodium hydroxide tor 2 to 3 
hours. A satisfactory oommeroial paper was obtained from a mixture of 50 
grams 01' the hanp pulp, 25 grems bleached straw pulp, 26 grams waste paper. 
1 gram rosin, and 2 gro.ms alummum sulfate. HEmp chaff, containing little 
or no bast tissue, produced on pllping under normal pressure a pulp re-
sembling mechanical woodpulp. It was suitable only in mixtures with other 
cellular ll'.tl.terials for the production of canmeroial grades of paper. 
UUlov and Soldatova (12) heated hemp chaff for 12 hours at 950 C. 
with 15 per cent caloium hydroxide, thEfl for 8 hours with sulfate liquor 
at 9So C. , and then cooked the material for 10 hours in the same liquor at 
3 atmospheres pressure and refined by wet sorting. The product can be . 
\ ' 
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used for partial substitution of linen haltstufr in the produotion or 
cigarette paper. 
csaJJs (5) distilled hemp waste in cylindrical retorts placed in 
pairs, the t'urnace being between the two retorts. Each retort held 400 
kilograms or hemp waste. A pair of retorts, in oontinuous servioe, liruld 
distill 2,400 kilograms per day. Free 1,000 kilogre.ms of waste 352 
kilograms or oharcoal, 408 ldlogracs of' crude pyroligneous acid, and 38 
kilograms or tar liere obtained. The distillate was exceptionally rich in 
acetic acid. 
Chelints8V (4) obtained furfural fran hemp utems by distilling them 
with hydrochloric acid. The yields were from 6.4 to 8.9 per Otllt. 
Brandt (3) describes a plant tor brlquetting hClllP v:aste tor use as a 
fuel. Gheysen (7) carbonizod hemp waste to obtain e. charooal substitute. 
Arsenyuk (1) proposed using the ash from. homp waste as a. source of potash. 
Kilpatrick, lalla, and Arvidson (10) produced insulAtinG board rrom. 
hemp hurds. The best pulps were prepared trom hurds cooked in water for 
two hours at a steam prellsure of 48 pounda per square inch, or fram hurds 
cooked for one hour at a steem pressure of 48 pounds per square inch in a 
7 per CEllt caustic soda solution. The yield of pulp was a little over 
$0 per oent. The densities of the boards made fran these pulps were as 
low as 0.113 grmns per cubic centimeter. Tho henp board was superior to 
other similar products in water absorption, but tr.e strength was slightly 
lower then similar commercial products. Tho straogth of the ,h8l1p board 
oould probably be improved ~ ~urther work. 
Uses of Materials Closoly Related to Henp Hurds 
A better idea of the possibilities of uti1bing hemp hurds oan be 
obtained by investigating the present oamnercia1 uses of other 010se1y 
related materials. such as wood. cornstalks, straw. oathulls. and cornoobs. 
One of tho most 1mportant uses of wood is in the manufacture of paper 
pulp. The most important pulping processes at the present t 1me are the 
sulfite. soda. end Bulfate processes. In the sulfite process (15) wood is 
cut into ohips and cooked with a liquor containing sulfurous acid as the 
aotive constituent, although bisulf'ites are also present. The sulfur 
dioxide ia obtained by wrning pyrites or sulfur. The gas is then washed 
with water and the liquor passed over limestone or dolanite to fcrm a 
solution of oaloium and magnesium bisulfites. There are three moditioa-
tiona of the sulfite process, the uitsoherlioh. Ritter-Kellner. and the 
"quick oook." The liquor for the !.~it8cherlioh process oontains 2.8 to 3.8 
per oent sulfur dioxide. Indirect heating by steam coils is employed, 
the pressure is 85 to 100 pounds 'per square inch. The maximum temperature 
is 1850 C •• and the time of cook is 18 to 24 hours. In the Ritter-Kellner 
process the liquor contains 4 per cent sulfur dioxide. Live steam is usee. 
tor heating) the pressure is 60 to 80 pounds per square inoh. The maximum 
tanperature is 140 to 1500 C •• end the time of ooole 15 hours. In the 
"quiok cook" process the liquor contains 5 per oent sulfur dioxide. The 
pressure is 90 pounds per square inch, the n:aximum temperature 1550 C •• 
and the time of cook 8 hours. The yields of pulp from the three processes 
are tran 40 to 50 per Oelt. The oompositions of' sane typioal su1f1 te pulps 
are given below. 
Kind of pulp 
Uitsoherlioh 
Ritter-Kellner (unbleaohed) 
Ritter-Kellner (bleaohed) 
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Per oent ash 
0.5:5 
0.45 
0.41 
Per oent alpha 
cellulose 
90.52 
90.75 
86.56 
Ritter-Kellner (bleaohed. purified with lime) 0.18 92.81 
In the soda. process (16) wood ohips are heated with a oaustio soda 
solution. At loast 20 par cent of sodium hydroxide is required to obtain 
a good pulp. In pro.otice an excess of alkali is used. so that the amount 
var los froru 25 to 35 per oent of the dry weight of t..lJe wood. For f1'(ory 
oord of wood in the fom of chips, about 900 gaUona of" sodium hydroxide 
of a: oonoentration of" 6 to 10 per cent are used. The heatine is performed 
by dircct steam. The steam pressure varies from 100 to 130 pOtmds per 
square inch; the temperat\ll"e is fran 1700 C. to 1800 C. The liquid is 
then drained off end the pulp washed thoroughly. Tho black liquor oontain-
ing tho used oaustic and soluble ~ortlons ot the wood is evaporated and 
incinera.ted. The ash is then oaustic1&ed with lime and reused. The yield 
of pulp by the soda process io about 40 per oent of the weight of the wood. 
The oanpositions of some typical soda. lQlps are r;lven below. 
Kind of lQlp 
Soda (unbleached) 
Soda (bleached) 
Per oent ash Per oent alpha 
oellulose 
0.70 88.64 
0.10 85.09 
The sulfate process (17) differs fran the soda process through the 
presence of a oertain amount of sodium sulfide. Yost of the sulfur is 
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lost during the oook nnd the subsequent treatment of the spent liquor. 
The name is derived fran 'the custom of a.dding sodium. sulfate to the black 
- -
liquor previous to incineration. The sodium sulfate 1s reduced to sodium 
sulfide by" the organic matter pre:sent. A modifioation of the sulfate 
process is the soda-sulfur process. whoro 8ulf'ur la added directly to the 
oaustio soda liquor. Dur1n~ oooking aCl'lle sodium thiosulfate ls formed in 
addition to 1ne sodium BUlfide as shown by' the equation below. 
Tho sodium sulfide has a very bBlleficial effect upon the strength of 
the pulp fibers end on the yield as well. which is 10 per cmt higher than 
by tho soda process. It is believed that the sodium sulf'ide does not 
become caustic until the sulfur hns entered in-to combination with the 
11g;nin so that the co11u1080 is not subjeoted to as great actual caustioity 
ns in the soda process. 
The liquor in the digestors oontnins 90 to 100 grams of sodium hydroxide. 
25 to ~ grems of sodium sulfido and 10 g"8mS of sodium carbonate per liter. 
Tho wood is cooked a.t a temperature of 1500 c. to 170° C. for a period of 
3 to 6 hours. The yield of pulp varies from 45 to 50 per cent. The composi-
tions or sorr.e typical sulfate pulps are given below. 
Kind of pulp 
Kran: 
Kratt 
Per cent ash 
1.69 
0.95 
Per cent alpha 0011uloso 
86.82 
• 
88.69 
In tho chlorine pllping process (18) the raw material i8 treated with 
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chlorine and the chlorinated derivatives rEmoved with alkali. The DeVains 
process usee an aqueous solutian of chlorine. The Cataldi proceu uses 
gaseous chlorine. The preparation of 100 kilograms of dry pulp from poplar 
by the Cataldi process requires a minimum of 45 1dlograms of ohlorine and 
9 kilograms of sodium hydroxide. The pulp from poplar oontains 74 per oent 
alpha oellulose. Chlorine has been used successfully in the pulping of 
cereal straws. rut its use in pulping wood has been hindered by the dif-
t'ioulty of securing penetration. 
Lynch and Goss (11) pulped bagasse with nitric aci.!. The bagasse 
was steeped for 3 hours in a 5 per cent nitrio acid solution at roan 
temperature. The amount of acid solution neoessary was about five times 
that of the air dry oharge. The nitrio acid solution was then drained offJ 
about 70 per cent of the acid was recovered in this way. The charge was 
heated to 800 c. tor one hour and thorou~ly washed. The material was 
then boiled in a 2 per cent sodium hydroxide solution for ro to 45 minutes. 
A soft easily bleachable pulp was obtained in good yields. The bleached 
pulp had an ash oontent of 0.4 per cent and an alpha oellulose content of 
86.1 to 92.5 per cant. 
Lignin can be recovered frOD the waste liquors of both the soda and 
sulfite processes. Lignin oan be recovered frQll sulfite waste liquor by 
heating the liquor with caloium chloride to precipitate the caloium lignin 
sal te. The lignin sulfonic aoids oan be obtained by treating the salts 
wi th sulfuric aoid. Liptin can be recovered from the waste liquor fran the 
, 
soda process by acidifying the liquor with hydrochlorio or sulfurio acid to 
precipitate the li{!1lin. 
The pentosans in materials suoh as oorncoba. oathulls. straw. cotton-
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seed hulls. and 'Wood can be utilized by converting them into furfural by 
heating the materials with dilute mineral acids. In describing the pioneer 
work on fUrfUral. Sweeney (21) states that up to 22 per cent furfural cen 
be obtained !'ran corncobs by distilling them with hydroohloric acid. The 
optimum conoentration far hydrochloric acid was 13 to 15 per cent and for 
sulfuric acid 25 per omt. In the large aoale produotion of fUrfural a 
glass enameled still of 12 gallon capacity was Used. Six kilograms of 
camcobs and 7 or 8 gallons of sulfurio en- hydrochloric acid were placed in 
the still and distilled. flhen hydrochlorio acid was used, a 3 per OEllt 
hydrochloric acid SDlution was added aa fast as the distillate oame off to 
keep the acid ooncentration oonstant. When sulruric aoid was used, water 
was added to keep the aoid concfJltratian constant. The distillate separated 
into a 1'I1rtural layer and a turtura1-water layer. About 10 per oent yields 
or rurrural were obtained using sulfuric aoid and about 4 per cent with 
hydrochloric aoid. Vost or the acid _s recovered for uae in the next 
distillation.. When sodium bisulfate was used instead of hydrochloric or 
aulf'uric aoids, the yield of f'urf'ural was about 5 per oent. 
The pentoS8IlS in pent 0 sen containing :materials can be c alverted into 
xylose by hydrolysis with acids or a lower oonoentration then tha.t needed 
to produce furtural. Firstenberger (6) produoed xylose from cornstalks on 
.. pilot plmt soale. The cornstallcs were shredded and digested in hot 
water at a pressure of 30 pounds per square inch to remove the uncanbined 
ash. &Uln8. and other substanoes interfering with the crystal1i~ation of the 
xylose. The cornstalks were then hydrolysed with sulfuric acid. The 
optimum conditions for hydrolysis arel 
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Ra~io of' corns~al1cs to acid solution • 0.10 
Pressure. Acid concentration, Time, 
p.s.i. N. hours 
20 0.40 2.0 
30 0.20 2.0 
40 0.20 1.0 
40 0.10 .2.0 
The bydrolyzed cornstalks were then washed with water and the wash 
wa~er neutralized with calcium carbona~e. The calcium sulfate .formed was 
.filtered out and the xylose extract evaporated to a thick syrup. Some of 
the xylose was orystallized out by oooling the syrup. From 100 pounds 
of' oornstalks 18.40 pounds of xylose were obtained as purified concentrated 
syrup. Fran this amount 3.86 pounds of crystalline xylose were obtained in 
one crystallisation. The net coat of' producing xylose in the concentrated 
syrup torm was esth.ted to be 18.8 cents per pound and far the crystalline 
xylose 24.7 QeDts per pound. 
Cornstalks can a180 be made into inl!ll11ating board (22). The cornstalks 
were shredded and then cooked with water in a rotary digester at 40 pounds 
per square inch for 2 hours. The digested stalks were refined in a rod 
mill and washed in a rotary washer. The pulp was then sized with :5 per 
cen~ rosin size and refined by running through a Claflin refiner. The pulp 
was diluted to 3 per cent consistency. aluminum sulfate added, and the 
sized pulp pumped to a ferming machine where it was formed into a caltinuous 
, 
me.t. The mat of' board 1I8.S pressed between pressure rolls and dried in a 
continuous roller type drier. Arter drying, the board was cut to the 
desired aizes. 
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An excellent plastic produced fran corncobs, oathulls, end similar 
materials has been described by Sweeney and Arnold (23). The proceduro 
for produoing the plastic was as follon, 2,000 parts cresol, 1,400 
parts ground oorncobs, and 546 parts of 1.365 ap. gr. sulfurio aoid were 
heated at a temperature of 2300 c. for 2.6 hours. The molten resin was 
then poured into a pan, oooled and powdered. A thermoplastio molding 
powder was made by mixing the powdered resin with an equal weight of 
asbestos filler and 6 per oent of its weight of aluminum stearate and the 
whole thoroughly mixed. The powder 118.8 moldftd at a temperature ot 2000 c. 
and e. pressure ot 5.000 pounds per square inch. A thermosetting resin was 
prepared by adding Z per cent hexamethylenetetramine and 2.5 per cct 
formaldehyde to the aboTe mixture. The molding time for the thermosetting 
plastic was 3 minutes. The thermoplastic and thennosetting plastics were 
strong and had an flXceptionally low water absorption. They oompared very 
favorably with the phenolic plastics in strength, appearance, and water 
resistance. The raw material cost, for the thermoplastic molding powder was 
estimated at 3.8 cents per pound and for the .thermosetting powder about 4.8 
cents per pound. 
Webber (24) obtained oxalic aoid, in high yields, by treating oornoobs 
with nitric acid aooording to the tollowing procedure. One part ccrnoobs 
was dissolved in 3 to 5 parts of 1.6 sp. gr. nitric aoid by gentle heating_ 
The mixture was then cooled and a vcry sn:all amount of vanadium pentoxide 
(V206) and 2 to 3 parts of 70 per cent (1.42 ap. gr.) nitrio acid added. 
The mixture 118.8 oooled for two or three days to provide 8lI1ple time for the 
fonnation of oxalic acid. Consistent yields of abrut 100 per cent were 
obtained by the above method. 
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EXPFlUtAENTAL 
Selection of Process 
The best process for utilizing the hemp hurd! seemed to be one which 
_mId make use of the three major oomponents ot the hemp waste - namely, 
oellulose, pentosans, m.d lignin. The pent088nS could be hydrolyzed to 
xylose by the aotion of hot, dilute hydrochlorio or sulfuric acid. It 
stronger acids were used the pentoaans could be oQ'tVerted into furfural. 
The residue left behind, after the hydrolysis, could then be separated 
into cellulose and lignin by treatinj; it with a reagent such as soditml 
hydroxide to dissolve out the lignin. 
The residue tm.t is left behind when' hemp hurds are distilled with 
hydrochloric or sulfuric aci~s to produce furfural oannot be used beoause 
the oellulose obtained trom this residue is badly discolored by the presence 
of polymerized fUrfural. It is necessary, therefore. to remove the pentosana 
in such a way that no polymerized furfural will be lett on the residue. 
This can be accomplished by treating the hemp hurds with an acid of' just 
sufric ient strength to hydrolyze the pentosans to xylose. The xylose. acid 
• 
solution could then be drained ofr and distilled separately to produce 
fur1'ural. The residue left at this stage would oonsist mainly of cellulose 
end lignin. 
SUlf'uric acid seemed to be the best acid to use in the above hydrolysis 
because of' its low cost. It would also' seem desirable to inolude some 
nitric acid in the acid mixture to react with the lie;nin to make it soluble 
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in dilute caustic at atmospheric pressure. S1.'1.e e the yield of' furfural 
!"rom pentoses is hlr,her when a mixture of sodium chloride and a mineral 
acid is used than when a mineral acid is used alone (9). it would also 
seem desirable to add sodium chloride to the acid mixture. 
Description of Procedure 
The hemp hurds used in the followinr; experimEllts were obtained from 
the Matt Rens Hemp Canpany of Brandon. Wisconsin. The size of the hurd. 
averaged about It inches in length. about 3/16 of an inch in width and 
about 1/16 of en inch in thickness. For the following experiments the 
hemp hurds were ground up 80 that the largest partic les wero about t inch 
in length. 
For the first run 50 grams of ground hemp hurds were mixed with roo 
mI. of solution containing 25 grams sulfuric acid. 10 grams sodium nitrate. 
and. 10 grams sodium chloride. The mixture was put in a liter beaker and 
heated CI1 a steam plate for ane hour at a tenpc.rat."Ure of "1000 C. One 
hundred mI. of water was then added and the mixture fUtered. The volume 
of filtrate was 160 mI. Twenty mI. of this filtrate was distilled to 
dryness in a 100 mI. rO\md bottaned f'lask heated by an oil bath. The vapors 
were oondensed in a Liebig condenser and collected in an Erlenmeyer flask. 
This distIllate was then diluted to 500 mI. and a 20 mI. sample analyzed 
far furfural accordinr; to the phloroglucinol method (2). 
. 
The residue that was lert after the treatment with the sulfuric acid. 
sodium nitrate. end sodium chloride mixture was next mixed with 50 mI. of 
4 per cent sodium hydroxide solution ald heated on a steam plate for 2 
o 
hours at 100 c. Tbe mixture was then tUtered and washed with 500 mI. 
of water. The filtrate was aoidified with sulfurio aoid and the pre-
cipita.ted lignin fUtered out, dried at 1000 a., and 1V8idted. The oellulose, 
whicb was lert behind 1n the above filtration, was washed thoroue;h1y with 
water, dried at 1000 C., and weighed. 
In the next three rune the amount of sodium nitrate was varied, 'Wbile 
the other conditions remained the same. The results or nuns 1, 2, S, and 
4 are given in Table I. The peromtages given in Table I and the tables 
following ore based on the weight of bemp hurds used in the run. 
TABLE I 
Results of Varying the Amount of Sodium Nitrate 
Run Per cent sodium Yield or Yield or Yield or Appearance of 
No. nitrate used furfural lignin cellulose cellulose 
% % % 
1 16 2.48 8.55 54.6 Light tan, not 
completely dis-
integrated. 
2 20 3.62 11.56 49.6 Lii!Pt tan, well 
disintegrated. 
3 24 2.47 9.46 46.0 Almost white, 
well disintegrated. 
'4 28 1.86 9.45 45.6 Almost white, 
well disintegrated. 
The results given in Table I show that the yields or furfural and 
lignin were at a maximum in Run 2, where the per cent sodium nitrate 
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used was 20 per cmt. Although tho col1u10so obtained in Run 2 Vias not 
quito 8.S 11/111; in oolor 8.S that obtained in Run 3. 1t was thought best to 
use 20 par omt sodium nitrate in tile next series of runs. 
Sodium Chloride Varied 
In the following runs the procedure was the SSCle as in Run 2 except 
that the amount ot sodium chloride 'liaS varied. The results are given 
in Table II. 
Table II 
Results of Varyint: the Amount of Sodium Chloride 
Run Por cmt sodium Yield of Yiold of Yiold or Appearanc e ot 
No. chloride used furfural lignin cellulose cellulose 
% % % 
5 16 1.24 9.94 49.2 Almost wh i te. well 
disintegrated. 
2 20 3.62 11.56 49.6 Lir,ht tan. well 
disintegrated. 
6 24 2.56 5.30 56.0 Tan. partially 
disintegrated. 
7 28 2.62 6.35 56.8 Tan. partially 
disintegrated. 
The results given in Table II show that the yields of furfural end 
lignin were at a maximum in Run 2 and that the cellulose was weil 
disinter;rated; therefore. 20 per cent sodium chloride was used in the 
next series at runs. 
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.Sulfuric Acid Varied 
In the tollowing runs the procedure was tho same 8.S in Run 2 except 
that the amount ot sulfuric acid YJas varied.· The results are given in 
Table III. 
1'able III 
Results of Vuying the Amount of Sulfuric Acid 
Run Per oent sulfuric Yield of Yield of Yield of Appearance ot 
No. acid used fur rural lignin cellulose collulose 
" 
% ,: 
8 50 2.96 .0.47 54.4 Light ttul .. well 
disintegrated • 
9 75 3.15 9.30 51.6 Almost white, well 
disintegrated. 
10 100 3.46 10.36 46.2 Light tan, well 
di sinte grated. 
11 150 3.42 11.20 47.6 RrOlm. nIl 
disintegrated. 
The results in Run 9 seemed to be the best bece.use the cellulose 'Wall 
much whiter than in tho other runs. It is interest1n~ to note that in 
Runs 10 end 11, where a hither concentration of sulfuric acid \mS used, 
the cellulose was darker in color than in Run 9. This was probably due 
to polymerization of furfUral cBUsed by the higher acid ooncentration. 
Swmty-f'ive per oent sulfuric acid was used in the next series of runs. 
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Heating Time Varied 
In the following runs the procedure was the S8me as in Run 9 except 
that the time or beating for the hemp hurd, snl.f'llric aoid, sodium nitrate 
and sodium chloride mixture was varied. The results are given in Table IV. 
Table IV 
Results of Vary-int; the Heating Time 
Run Heating time Yield of Yield ot Yield of Appeeranoe of 
No. hours f'urf'ural 1ir,nin oellu1ose cellulose 
% .'f., % 
9 1 3.15 9.30 51.6 Almost white, well 
disintegrated. 
12 2 3.41 12.31 43.4 Almost white, well 
disinteuated • 
13 3.86 10.12 43.2 Almost wh i te, well 
disintegrated. 
14 4 2.61 12.42 . 44.4 Light tan, well 
disintegrated. 
The yield ot f'urf'ural was highest in Run 13, the yield ot lignin 
the highest in Run 14; while the cellulose from Runs 9, 12, and 13 seaned 
to be about t.he same 9.3 far as color was concerned. Since f'urtural was 
the most valuable product, the heating time used in Run 13 was used in 
the next sories of runs. 
-ro ... 
Volllme of' Solutim Varied 
~old .. codi'.JEe nltrato. and sodbna chloride wa.a varied. Tho reculta are 
t1ven in labl. V. 
Tablo V 
Volt.."'!:>6 of Solution Varied 
701tr!te of 
1hz solution r~ rlel~ or Yield of' licItl of' A~l"rmce ~f 
~o. 50 Um:13 or tnrrural li~1n oollulos. cellulose 
banI' hurd. <' .t .If !'" i~ , .... 
.. , .. 
13 200 :;.86 10.12 43.2 Ablost .. hite. well 
dis1nte~tod. 
15 3.23 9.m 'i!).2 Ahort 1I'h He. 'W&ll 
<S1s1Dtetrat~. 
16 4.16 9.19 52.2 Almo,t -",lte. 1':all 
did.ntcr,rated. 
11 500 3.01 S.z3 62.6 .AlEoot ltblte. 'Well 
dialntogratod. 
The yi~ld or furfural ... h1~e8t in fun IS. '1'ltererore. 400 Ill. or 
solution ... 3 U~ed in the next aerie. or runa. 
Vol\UtC or ~ iiatcr Varied 
~lrurl0 coie. ;oGium Litrato and SOdium ohloride ~lxturo bofoTe tiltering. 
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In the following runs the mixture was washed with additional portions of' 
water varying from 200 mI. to 600 mI. The wash water was added to the 
first filtrate 8lld the combined filtrate and nah water distilled for 
furfural as before. The reSults are given in Table VI •. Sinoe the yields 
of cellulose and lignin remained unohanged by the above procedure, only 
the yields of furfural ere given. 
Table VI 
Result8 of Varying the AInount of Wash Water 
Run Volume of wash water f'or Yield of furfural 
No. 50 grams of hanp hurd8 
" 
16 0 4.15 
18 200 4.63 
19 400 5.32 
20 600 5.13 
The highest yield of' 1\lrfural was obtained when 400 mI. of wash water 
was used. Therefore, 400 mI. of wash water was used in the next serie8 of 
runs. 
Sodium Chloride Varied 
Since the optimum cooking conditions of this stage of the investigation 
were different. from those employed at the beginning, it was thought advisable 
to vary the amounts of chEmical8 again. In the following runa the amount 
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of sodium ohloride was varied. The results are given in Table VII. 
Table VIr 
Reaul ts of Varying the .Amount of Sodium Chloride 
Run Per oent sodium Yield of Yield of Yield of Appearance of 
No. chloride used furfural lignin oellulose oellulose 
% % % 
21 16 4.73 3.96 61.4 Tan. not well 
di sintegrated. 
19 20 5.32 9.79 52.2 Almost white. well 
disintegrated. 
22 24 5.37 8.88 50.4 Almost white. well 
disintegrated. 
23 28 4.92 6.63 64.6 Light tan, not well 
disintegrated. 
24 32 4.43 7.68 c2.2 Light tan, not well 
disintegrated. 
Run 19 seemed to be the best, since the yield of lignin was at a 
maximum and the oellu1ose was more oompletely disintegrated than in Runs 
21, 23, and 24. Although the yield of furfural was not at a mubnum. it 
was only 0.05 per cent under that of Run 22. Twenty per oent sodium 
ohloride was used in the next series of runs. 
Sodium Nitrate Varied 
In the following runs the amount of sodium nitrate was varied. The 
results are given in Table VIII. 
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Table VIII 
Results of Varying the Amount of Sodium. Nitrate 
Run Per cent sodltml Yield of Yield of Yield of Appearance of 
No. nitrate used furfural lignin . oellulose oellulose 
% % 
" 
25 16 4.39 8.72 57.0 Tan, not completely 
disintegrated. 
19 20 5.32 9.79 52.2 Almost white, well 
disintegrated. 
26 24 3.70 8.72 49.2 Almost white, well 
disintegrated. 
27 28 2.98 7.96 47.0 White, well 
disintegrated. 
Run 19 s8E11led to be the best, since the yields of furfural and 
lignin were at a maximum and the cellulose was well disintegrated. 
Sodlum Chloride and Sodium Nitrate Varied 
In the follOldng runs the amounts of sodium ohloride and sodium 
nitrate were varied. In each caS8 equal amounts of sodium chloride end 
sodium nitrate were used. The results are given in Table IX. 
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Table IX 
Results of Vary-ing the !:nowts of Sodium Chloride end Sodium Nitrate 
Per oent sodium 
Run ohloride or Yield of Yield of Yield of Appearance of 
No. sodium nitrate furfural lignin cellulose cellulose 
used % %. ,r 
19 20 5.32 9.79 52.2 Almost white, well 
disintegrated. 
28 24 4.15 9.38 60.8 Almost white, well 
disintegrated. 
29 28 4.13 9.34 46.8 Almost mite. well 
disintegrated. 
30 32 4.95 8.34 45.4 White. well 
disintegrated. 
31 5.69 6.12 46.0 Whlte Jt well 
disintegrated. 
32 40 5.85 6.14 43.6 White. well 
disintegrated. 
Run 31 was thought to be the best. beoause the yield of f'urtural was 
almost at a maximum and the cellulose was white and well disintegrated. 
Thirty-six per cmt sodium chloride end 36 per cent sodium nitrate were 
used in the next series of runs. 
The results given in Table IX show that the ratio of sodium nitrate 
to sodium chloride has an important effect on the quality of the cellulose 
end an the yield of furfural. When the amount of sodium Qhlorid~ .. s 
varied. while the OlflOUllt of sodium nitrate was held constant at 20 per cent. 
the oellulose had a tan color end was poorly pulped as the per cant 'of' 
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sodium chloride was raised to 28 per cent. However, when the amowts ot 
both sodium ohloride and sodium nitrate were varied, keeping the amount. 
of 8odi\ID. chloride and sodiUln nitrate equal, the oelluloee was when and 
'Well pulped 8.s the per cent r:£ sodium chloride was inoreased up to 40 per cent. 
When the amount or aodiun nitrate was yaried, 1IIh.ile the amount ot 
sodium chloride was held constant at 20 per oent, the yield of turtural 
tell oft rapidly when the amount of sodium nitrate was raised above 20 
per cent. However, when the amounts of both sodium nitrate and sodium 
ohloride were varied, the yield ot furtural tell ott alil'Ptly aq the per 
cent of 80diun nitrate was raised to 28 per oent and then inoreased a8 
the amount ot aodim nitrate was inoreased. 
Sulfuric Aoid Varied 
In the £ollarring runs the amount of sulfurio acid was varied. The 
results are given in Table x. 
Table X 
Results ot Varying the Amount ot Sulfurio Aoid 
Run Per oent sulfurio Yield ot Yield ot Yield ot Appearanoe ot 
No. aoid used furfural lignin oellulose oe1lu1ose 
% % 
" 31 75 5.89 6.72 46.0 White, well 
disintegrated • 
33 90 5.41 6.55 41.8 lihite, well 
diaintegre,ted. 
34 100 6.73 6.22 42.4 'White, well 
di sintegrated. 
35 110 6.54 7.16 43.8 'White, well 
disintegrated. 
Run 34 was thought to be the best, since the yield of furfural was at 
0.. maximum end the cellulose was vilite and well pulped. One hundred per 
cent sulfUrio acid was used in the next series of runs. 
" ' 
.... , ..... 
Sodium Chloride and Sodium Nitrate Varied 
Since the amount of sulfurio acid was increased cClnsiderably, it wall 
thought advisable to vary the amounts of sodium chloride and sodium nitrate 
again. The amounts of sodium nitrate and sodium chloride were equal in 
each run. The results are given in Table XI. 
Table XI 
Results of Varying the Amounts of Sodium Chloride and Sodium Nitrate 
Fer oent sodium Yield of Yield of Yield of 
Run nitrate or furfural lignin oellulose Appearance of 
No. sodium chloride 5t % % oellulose 
34 36 6.73 6.22 42.4 'White, well 
disintegrated. 
40 7.03 6.27 44 .. 4 l'illite, well 
disintegrated. 
37 6.77 4..86 42.4 'White, well 
di sintegrated .. 
38 48 5,.46 5,.76 45.4 fibi t e, we1'l 
disintegrated. 
Run 36 was thour,ht to be the best, because the yield of furfural was 
.. maximum. end the oellulose was well disintegrated. Forty per oent sodium 
nitrate and 40 per' cent sodium chloride were used in the next aeries of; runs. 
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Volume of Solution Varied 
In the following runs the volume of solution oontaining the sulfUrio 
aoid, sodium nitrate, and sodium ohloride was varied. The relSUlts are 
given in Table XII. 
Table XII 
Results of Varying the Volume of Solution 
Volume of solution Yield ot Yield of Yield of 
Run for 50 grams furfural lignin oellulose Appearance of 
No~ hemp hurds 10 ~ % cellulose 
mI. 
39 300 5.62 7.06 42.8 Light tan, well 
disintegrated • 
40 400 6.75 6.08 45.0 White, well 
disintegrated. 
. 41 500 5.12 6.26 61.2 White, well 
disintegrated. 
Run 40 was the best because the yield of furfural was a maximum 
and the cellulose was ..mite and well pulped. Four hundred ml. of' solution 
was used in the next series of runs. 
Heating Time Varied 
In the following runs the time that the hemp hurda were heated with 
the sulfuric, sodium nitrate, and sodium ohloride solution was varied. 
The results are given in Table XIII. 
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Table XIII 
Results of Varying the Heating Time 
Run Heating time Yield of Yield ot Yield of Appearance of 
No. hr. furfural lignin cellulose cellulose 
" 
% 
" 
42 2 5.62 6.55 44.0 lihite .. well 
disintegrated. 
40 3 6.76 6.08 46.0 White. well 
disintegrated. 
45 4 4.79 6.19 43.8 Light tan. well 
disintegrated. 
Run 40 seemed to be the beat. because the yield of furfural was at 
a maximum and the cellulose was white and well disintegrated. 
Effeot of the Concentration or the Acid Liquor . During the Furfural 
Distillation Upon the Amoun~ of Furfural Formed 
In arder to determine how the amount of furfural produced in the 
:furfural distillation varies as the acid liquor becOJ:leo more concentrated. 
e. 60 illl. portlm of acid liquor from Run 40 was distilled in the follOWing 
llUUlners The liquor 1fB.S distilled as described previously except that the 
distillate was collected in 10 mI. portions and analyzed separately for 
furi'tiral. The results are given in Table XIV. 
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Tabla XIV 
Effect of' the Concentration of the Acid Liquor During the Furfural 
Distillation Upon the .Amount 01' furfural Fonned 
No. of' Cumulative 
port1on ot Amount of' Per cent of Yield of' rurtu~al yield of 
dist1l1ate dist1llate acid liquor in each portion furfural 
analyzed distilled ~ !lC 
1 10 16.7 0.062 0.062 
2 20 33.3 0.067 0.129 
:5 :so 50.0 0.123 0.252 
4 40 66.7 0.224 0.476 
5 50 8:5.:5 1.713 2.185 
6 59 98.3 4.390 6.575 
The resulta. shown graphically in Fig. I. show that the anount of' 
fUrfural formed in the first part of the distillation is very small. 
Furfural was no!:; i'om&d to My uoat extent until about 70 per cent of' the 
acid liquor had bean distilled. The reason tar the rapid formation of 
furfural durint the latter part of the distillation was probably the high 
concentration of' acids at that stage. The faot that very little furfural 
was obtained at the be~innin& of the distillation shows that only a very 
8nuUl amount of' furfural was present in the acid liquor at the end of' the 
cook. 
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Analysis for l;'urfural in the Vapors from the Acid Cook 
Fifty grams of hemp hurds were treated in the same way as in nun 40. 
except that the aoid oook was oarried out in a one liter round-bottaned 
flask, and the vapors were condensed in a Liebig condenser and. oollected 
in an Erlenmeyer flask. The distillate was then analyzed for furfural. 
The yield of 1'urf'ural was 0.425 per oent. 
The tacta that only a Dall amount of furfural was found in the vapors 
tram the acid cook and that the acid liquor !'rom the acid cook contained 
only a traoe of furfural show that only a anall amount of the pentosans 
are converted to furfural in the acid oook. The hydrolysis ot pentosBna 
to ~lo8e is probably analogous to the hydrolysis of cellulose to glucose. 
In the hydrolysis of oellulose severe.! intormediates are formed. such &s 
oligoaaccharides of varying chain lengths and cellobo1ae. In the acid 
oook the pentosons are probably hydrolyzed to a mixture of :q1Bt18 of Tery-
ing ohain lengths and xylose. As the acid concEIltration increases during 
the dlstil1s.tlan of the acid liquor the conversion of pentosana to f'urfure.! 
1s completed. 
Amount or Sodiwn hydroxide Varied 
In the previOUS runs the optimum calditions for the acid cook were 
determined. In the following runs the optimum omditions for the sodium 
hydroxide cook were determined. The results of varyin& the amount of 
sodium hydr~ide are given in Table rv. The sodium hydroxide was dis-
solved in 50 mI. 01' water in each case. 
Table XV 
Results of Varying the Amount or Sodium Hydroxide 
Run Per cent sodium Yield of Yield ot Appearance of 
No. hydroxide used lignin celluloso cellulose 
% ~1 P 
40 4 6.08 46.0 White. well 
disintegrated. 
44 8 5.60 44.4 Vihite. well 
disintegrated. 
45 12 5.10 41.6 Yihlte. well 
disintegrated • 
16 4.76 31.8 Tillite, well 
disintegrated. 
47 24 5.86 37.0 \ihite, well 
disintegrated. 
48 36 6.38 36.6 White, well 
disintegrated. 
The above results show that the yield at cellulose deoreased rapidly 
as the per cant of sodium hydroxide was increased fran 8 por cent to 16 
per cmt, and that the decree.se was gradual as the mount or sodium 
hydroxide was incroosed from 16 per oent to 36 per oent. In the noxt 
series of runs 24 per cent sodium hydroxide was used. 
Beating Time of the Caustic Cook Varied 
In the following runs the heating time of the oaustio cook was varied 
fran 2 hours to 4 hours. The results are given in Table XVI. 
Table XVI 
Results of Varying the Heating Time of the Caustic Cook 
Run Heatime time Yield of Yield 01' Appearanoe of 
No. br. lign1n cellulose oellulose 
% % 
49 2 5.64 37.0 White. well 
disintegrated. 
50 5.82 33.4 Y.hlte. well 
di sintegrated. 
51 4: 6.49 34.2 'White. well 
dis1ntegrated. 
Run 50 seemed to be the best. sinoe the yield 01' oellulose did not 
change n:uch -dlen the heating time was increased from 3 hourG to 4 hours. 
A hee.til"lG the of 3 hours was used in the next series of runs. 
Amount of Sodium IIydroxide Varied 
The rm:ount of sodium hydroxide was varied from 10 to 24 per oent in 
the .following runs. The results are given in Table XVII. 
,,-
Table XVII 
Results of Varying the Amount of Sodium Hydroxide 
Run Per cmt sodium Yield ot Yield at Appearanoe of 
Ho. hydroxide used lignin cellulose cellulose 
% % 
52 10 4.20 ; 31.4 White. well 
di sinteuated.. 
53 12 6.00 36.2 White. well 
di eintegrated. 
64 16 5.92 34.0 White. well 
disintegrated. 
50 24 5.82 33.4 White. well 
disintegrated. 
Run 54 seemed to be the best. sinoe the yield of oellulose did not 
change muoh when the amount of sodium hydroxide was inoreased from 16 
per oent to 24 per oent. 
Uae of Steam Distillation to Obtain Furf'Ural 
In Run 55 fifty grams ot hemp hurds were mixed with 400 mI. ot 
solution containing 50 grams sulfuric acid. 20 grams sodium nitrate. and 
20 grams of sodium chloride and heated on a steam plate at looc C. for 
3 hours. The mixture was then filtered and washed with 2 - 200 mI. portions 
, 
ot water. The total volume of filtrate was 620 mI. Two hundred mI. ot 
this filtrate was evaporated to a volume of 100 mI. Fifteen grams of 
tresh ground hanp hurda were mixed with the filtrate to absorb the liquid. 
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The mixture 'WaS then distilled in the apparatus shown in Fig. 2. The 
temperature of' the oil bath was rooo C.. and the time of' the distillation 
waa one and one half hours. One hundred and twenty-five grams of steam 
were passed through the mixture. The yield of 1'urtural was 4.56 per omt. 
The residue lett atter the distillation was washed thoroughly with 
water and dried. The weight of residue was 11.58 grams. Th1a residue 
had a dark brown oolor and retained the shape of' the hurds used to soak up 
the filtrate. 
Description or Prooedure Using an Additional 
Aoid and Caustio Cook 
In the fol101ring runs the hemp hurds were given an acid oook. followed 
by a oaustio oook as in the previous runs. These oooks were followed by 
another acid cook and another oauatio oook. '!'he filtrate and wash water 
from the first run were distilled by ateam distillation. as desoribed above. 
to produce furfural. The filtrate and wash water !'rom the first oaustio 
oook were aoidified to precipitate the lignin. whioh was then filtered out 
and dried. The filtrate and 1re.sh water fran the second acid oook were saved 
and used to make up the solution for the first acid cook in the next run. 
The filtrate and wash water f'rom the second oaustio cook were saved to use 
in the first caustio oook in the next run. 
The solution for the first acid oook was made up by adding one half of 
the sulf'urio acid. sodium nitrate. and sodi'UDl ohloride to the aoid .Nltrate 
from the second aoid oook of' the previous run. The solution for the seoond 
acid oook was made up !'rom water and the rest of' the sulfurio acid. sodium 
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nitrate. and sodium ohloride. The solution used for the seoond oaustio 
cook was made up by dissolving 10 grams ot sodium hydroxide in 100 mI. of 
water. The heating time was 3 hours for each of the acid and caustic cooks. 
An alpha oellulose determination was made for eaoh run. The standard 
procedure is as to11ows. Place 1 gram of tile dry sample in a 250 ml. 
beaker. add 25 ml. of 17.5 per cmt sodium hydroxide solution, mix thoroughly 
with a glass rod. cover with a watch glas8, and let stand 30 minutes. Dilute 
with 25 ml. ot water and tilter throut;}1 a. Gooch crucible. Wash the residue 
with 50 mI. or 8 per cmt sodium hydroxide solution, then with water, 1 
per cent acetio aoid, llld finally with water until the filtrate is neutral 
to methyl red. The oruoible i. then dried am wei~hed. The weight of 
residue remaining in the orucible ia oalled alpha oellulose (19). 
In the above procedure my ash remaining in the residue is weighed as 
alpha cellulose. This does not seem to be oorreot, smce the ash is Obviously 
not alpha cellulose. In the alpha oellulose determinations 1n the follow-
ing runs the per cmt ash in the residue was determined and subtracted tram 
the total weight of residue. 
Amount of SUlturic Acid, Sodium Nitrate. and 
Sodium Chloride Varied 
In the following runs the amotmta of sulfuric acid, sodium nitrate, 
and sodium chloride were n.ried. For each run the 8mOtmts of acdium 
nitrate and sodium chloride were equal and the amount ot sulfurio acid was 
\ 
2.5 times that of the sodium chloride or sOdium nitrate. 
The amounts of chemicals used in a nm influenced the results of the 
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next run because the aoid filtrate fran the s80CIld acid oook was used to 
make up the solution for the first acid ooole of the next run. For that 
reason two runs were made for each change in the amount of chemicals used. 
Only the results of the aecend run are given, since the concentratian of 
chanicala in the first aoid cook would be more nearly adjusted to the 
changed conditions. The data far the following runs are given below. 
Run 56 
Weight of hemp hurds used in first acid cook 50 grams 
Weight of sulfuric acid used in first aoid cook 25 grams 
Weight of sodium nitrate used in first acid cook 10 grama 
Weight of sodium chloride used in first acid cook 10 graml 
Volume of aoid filtrate frail previous rune 163 m1. 
Total volume of solution for first acid cook 400 811. 
Volume of filtrate and wash water from fir at acid 
cook 610 m1. 
Volume of filtrate and wash water fran first 
acid cook after evaporation 195 m1. 
Weight of fresh hemp hurds added far the 
1'urtura1 distillation 30 grams 
Weight of steam used in the furfural distillation 145 uams 
Yield of furfural (baaed on 80 grams or hemp hurds) 4.56 per CEIlt 
height ot residue tram distIllation 24.0 grams 
Volume of caustic filtrate from previous runs 316 m1. 
Yield of lignin (based on 00 grams ot hemp hurds) 8.84 per cent 
Weight of sulfuric acid used in second acid cook 25 grams 
Weight of sodium nitrate used in second acid cook 10 grams 
Weight of sodium chloride used in seoond aoid cook 10 grams 
Volume of solution tor seoond aoid oook 100 ml. 
Tlelght of sodium hydroxide used in the second 
aoid oook 10 grams 
Volume of solution for second oaustio cook 100 ml. 
Volume 01' caustio filtrate fran second oaustic cook 360 ml. 
Yield 01' cellulose (based on 50 gt"B!!lS of hanp hurds) 29.90 per oent 
Color of oellulose White 
J.lpha cellulose 84.05 per oent 
Ash 1.41 per oent 
For the following runs many 01' the items listed in Run 56 ware amitted 
since they ranained the same or ohanged very little. 
Run 51 
Weight 01' sulfuric acid used in the tirst aoid cook 12.5 grams 
Weight 01' sodium nitrate used in the tirst aoid cook 5 grema 
Weight of sodium chloride used in the rlrst aoid oook 5 grams 
Wei&ht or trash hemp hurds added tor the turtura1 
distillation 20 grams 
Yield 01' furtural (based on 10 gra:ns or hemp hurds) 2.10 per cent 
Weight of residue 12.9 grams 
Yiold 01' lignin (based <Ii 60 grams or hemp hurds) 12.16 per cmt 
Weight of sul1'urlc acid used in the second e.cid cook 12.5 gr~ 
Weight or sodium nitrate used in the sec and acid cook 5 ". grams 
Weight or sodium chloride used in the seoond aoid 
cook 5 grams 
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Yield of cellulose (baGed an 50 grams of hemp hurds) 40.16 per oent 
Color of oellulose Light tan 
Alpha oellulose 83.92 per oent 
Ash 1.28 per cent 
Run 58 
Weight of sulfurio aoid used in the first acid oook 17.5 grams 
Weight of sodium nitrate used in the first acid cook 7 grams 
Weight of sodium chloride used in the first acid cook 7 grams 
Vieight of fresh hemp hurds added for the furtural 
distillation 21 grams 
Yield ot furfural (based on 71 gra:ms of hemp hurds) 5.71 per cent 
Weight ot residue 17.4 grams 
Yield of lignin (baaed ttl 50 grams of hemp hurds) 11.20 per cent 
Weight of su1turio aoid used in the second aoid oook 17.5 grams 
Weight of sodium nitrate used in the seocud acid oook 7 grams 
Weight of sodium chloride used in the seoond &.Oid 
oook ., grams 
Yield of oel1ulose (based on SO gems of hemp hurds) 29.16 per oent 
Color of cellulose White 
Alpha cellulose 89.06 per oent 
Ash 1.22 per omt 
Run 59 
Weight of sulfuric acid used in the first acid oook 20 grams 
Weight of sodium nitrate used in the first acid cook 8 grams 
Weight of sodium chloride used in the first acid cook 8 grams 
Weight of tresh hemp hurds added. for the furfural 
distillation 29 grams 
Yield of .f'uri"ural (based on 79 grams of hemp hurds) 4.57 per cent 
Weight of residue 21.1 grams 
Yield of lignin (based on 50 grems of hemp nurds) 12.20 per cent 
Weight of sulfuric acid used in the second acid oook 20 grams 
Weight of sodium nitrate used in the second aoid cook 8 grams 
Weight of sodium ohloride used in the second acid cook 8 grams 
Yield of celluloae (based CIl 50 grams of bemp burds) 33.12 per oent 
Color of cellulose White 
Alpha cellulose 85.34 per cent 
Ash 1.02 per cent 
Run 60 
Weight of sulfurio acid used in the first acid oook 22.5 grams 
Weight of sodium nitrate used in the first acid cook 9 grams 
Weight of sodium ohloride used in the first acid cook 9 gram. 
Weight or tresh hemp hurds added for the furfural 
distillation 32 grams 
Yield of furfural (based on 82 grams of hemp hurds) 4.86 per cent 
Weight of residue 24.3-.gQm8 
Yield of lignin (based on 50 grams of hemp burds) 8.92 per oent 
Weight of sulfuric acid used in the seIJ<X1d acid cook 22.5 gre.ms 
Weight of SodilllD nitrate used in the second acid cook 9 grame, 
Weight of sodium chloride used in the second acid cook 9 grtms 
Yield of cellulose (based on 50 grams of hemp hurds) 31.24 per cent 
Color of ce lluloa6 White 
Alpha. oel1ulose 86.17 per cent 
Ash 0.83 per cent 
Run 61 
Weight of sulfuric a.o1d used in the first a.cid cook 16.0 grams 
Weight of sodium nitrate used in the first aoid cook 6.0 grams 
Weight ot sodium chloride used in -the first aoid oook 6.0 grams 
Weight of frush hEmp burds added for the furfural 
distillation 
Yield of furfural (baaed on 70 grams of hemp hurds) 
Weight of residue 
Yield ot lignin (based on. 60 grams of hemp burds) 
20 grams 
3.98 per cent 
15.24 per cent 
10.64 per oent 
Weight of sulfuric acid used in the second acid oook 15.0 grams 
Weight of sodium nitrate used in the second aoid cook 6.0 grams 
Weight of sodium chloride used in the second acid cook 6.0 g;rams 
Yield of cellulose (based on 50 grants of hemp hurds) S3.l8 per cent 
Alpha cellulose 85.71 per cent 
Ash 1.19 per oent 
The alpha cellulose content of the cellulose from Run 68 was the 
highest. The yield of furfural in Run 58 was also at a maximum. Although. 
the yield of li~1n in Run 58 was not the highest. the yield was only' 1 
per cent below the maximum. The emounta of sulf'uric acid. sodium nitra.te 
and sodium chloride used in Run 58 were used in the next series of runs. 
Amount of Sodium Hydroxide Varied 
In the following runs the same conditions were used as in the previous 
runs, except that the amount of sodium hydroxide was varied. Since the 
yield of furfural wao not affected, only the yields of cellulose and liguin 
are givea. The results are given in Table XVIII. 
Table XVIII 
Results ot Varying the Amount ot Sodium Hydroxide 
Run Por cent sodium Yield of' Yield ot Per oent Per cent 
No. hydroxide used lignin oellulose alpha oellulose ash 
% % % 
59 12 11.28 36.3 72.26 1.62 
60 16 9.43 33.2 80.56 1.35 
58 20 11.20 29.2 89.06 1.22 
61 24 12.87 32.7 85.13 1.57 
62 28 12.57 31.5 86.02 1.95 
63 32 11.68 31.3 72.78 2.91 
64 S6 11.08 31.0 71.59 2.51 
i'he cellulose trom Run 58 had the highest alpha cellulose content} 
therefore, 20 per omt sodium hydroxide. baaed an the weight of' hemp 
hurds, was used in the next series of runs. 
Amount of' Hemp Burda Varied 
In the following runs the volume of' the solutions for the acid ond 
caustic cooks was the same IUS in the preceding runs. The amounts ot 
sulfurio acid. sodium nitrate. and sodium chloride used for the first acid 
cook were 35. 14, and 14 grams respectively. The same amounts were used 
in making up the solution for the second acid cook. The amount of sodium 
hydroxide used was m per cent of' the weight ot' hemp hurds used in the run. 
The reaul ts ot' varying the amount of hemp hurda are given in Table XIX. 
Table ;<17-
Results ot: Varying the Amount of Hemp Burds 
Run Weight of' Yield of Yield ot Yield or Per cent Per cent 
No. hemp hurds furtural lignin cellulose alPha cellulose ash 
58 50 5.11 1l.m 20.2 89.08 1.22 
65 65 5.31 10.55 31.9 88.16 1.04 
66 70 4.94 8.00 34.4 88.B2 1.48 
67 15 4.12 8.11 36.6 82.89 1.61 
The results of' RWl 66 were thought to be the best. sinoe the amounts 
of chemicals used por gram of hanp hurds werc lIluch lower thnn for Run 58. 
This l'fUS thoug',ht to OV'erbalsnoe the slir)1tly lower clpba cellu10s8 content 
of the oellulose and the lower yield of furfural and lignin. 
Experiments on" a Large laboratory Scale 
In the following runs 15 pounds of hemp hurds were processed in one 
run. A "Bauer attrition mill was used to grind up the hemp hurds. A 30-
gallon stoneware jar was used for the acid end caustio cooks. The jar was 
covered with a wooden lid, which had a 12 mm. glass tube passing through 
the center of the lid and extending to within an inoh of the bottom ot 
the jar. This tube was ccxmected to a steam line. The mixture to be 
heated was placed in the jar and the lid and glass tube placed in position. 
The charge was then heated by blowing live steam through the mixture. 
A stoneware tilter. 15 inches in diameter and 12.5 inohes deep, 
placed on top of' a 20 gallon stoneware jar was used for allot the filtra-
tions. A cotten cloth _s used tor the filter medium. The apparatus used 
tar the furfural distillation is shown in Fig. 3. 
In Run 68 1.'ifteen pound s or ground hemp hurds were mixed with 3.75 
pounds of sulturic acid. 1.5 pounds of sodium nitrate. 1.6 pounds of sodium 
chloride. and 70 pounds of water. The mixture was heated with live steam 
tor 3 hours and then filtered and washed with 80 pounds of' water. The 
weight of til trate was 146 pounds. This filtrate was not distilled to pro-
duce turtural in this run. 
The residue fran the above aoid oook was mixed with 3.0 pounds ot 
sodium hydrOxide di ssolved in ro polmds of water and heated by d ireat 
steam for 3 hours. The mixture was then filtered and washed with 30 pounds 
or water. The filtrate 19a8 aoidified with sulfuric acid and the lignin 
tiltered out and dried. The yield ot lignin 'Was 0.896 pound or 5.91 
per omt. 
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FIG 3. FURFURAL DISTILLATION 
'APPARATUS 
The residue from the first caustic cook was mixed with 3.25 pounds of 
sulf'uric acid, 1.5 pounds of soditlll nitrate, and 1.5 pO\Ulds of sodium 
chloride dissolved in 20 pounds of water end heated by live steam for 3 
hoUrs. 1'he mixture .. s then filtered end washed with 20 pounds of water. 
The weight of f1ltrate was 52 pounds. This filtrate was saved to use in 
making up the solution ror the first acid cook in the next run. 
The residue !"ran the second acid cook was mixed with :5.0 pounds of 
sodium hydroxide dissolved in 20 pounds of water end heated with live 
steam for 3 hours. The mixture was then filtered and 'Washed with 30 pO\n'lds 
of water. The weight or .filtrate was 53 pounds. This filtrate was saved 
to use in the first caustic cook or the next run. The cellulose was 
washed further with water end dried. The color of the cellulose was a 
light ten. The alpha cellulos8 content waa 19.83 per cent end the ash 
content 'Was 1.91 par cent. 
The procedure in Run 69 was the same aa in the previous run except 
that the filtrate trom the a8CQ1d acid cook in Run 68 'Was used in making 
up the solution for the first acid cook. The filtrate from the second 
caustio coole in Run 68 'Was used in the first caustic cook. The results 
of Run 69 are given belowl 
Run 69 
Yield ot' lif1lin 
Yield ot' cel1ul08e 
Color ot' cellulose 
Alpha cellulose 
Ash 
ASh in original sanple 
1.81 per cent 
33.46 per cent 
Light tan 
85.12 per cent 
1.98 per cent 
1.11 per cent 
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The procedure used in Rm 70 was the same as in Run 69. the results 
are given belOll': 
Rm 70 
Yield ot lignin 1.37 per cent 
Yield of cellulose 33.60 per cent 
Color of oellulose Light tan 
Alpha cellulose 84.22 per cent 
ASh 1.58 per oent 
Ash in original sample 1.21 per Ctllt 
Although the optimum conditions determined in the snall scale exper-
lmf3nts were used in -the preceding runs, the quality of the oellulose was 
lower than that of' the oellulose obtained in the small seale experiments. 
The cellulose had a tan color end the alpha cellulose content was about 
5 per cent lower. In the next run the amomts of' sulfuric acid, sodiUlll 
nitrate end sodium chloride used in the first and second aoid cooks were 
doubled.. The rest of t.'1e procedure was -the same as before. The results 
of Run 71 are given below. 
Rm 71 
Yield of' lignin - 7.43 per cent 
Yield ot cellulose 30.83 per cent 
Color of cellulose White 
Alpha cellulose 84.28 per cent 
Ash 3.08 per cent 
Ash in original sample 2.21 per OEnt 
The filtrate from the first aoid cook "l/8.S distilled in the apparatu8 
shown in Fig. 3. The weight of filtrate 1I8.S 58 pounds. The round bottomed 
flask was filled about ha.lf full with the acid filtrate and the level held 
oonstant throu~out the distillation by adding additional portions of aoid 
filtrate. It was neoessary to atop the distillation fran time to time to 
filter out the salts and organic matter than preoipitated in the flask. 
The filtrate was then put baok in t:l8 flask and the distillation oontinued. 
The 801ids which were filtered out contained a large amount of sodium 
bisulfate. The solids were washed with water to dissolve the sodium 
bisulfate. The wash water was saved ttY!' use in precipitating the lignin 
from the first oaustio oook of the next run. By using this wash water no 
addi tiona! aoid was needed for the lignin preoipitation. 
The aIt.ount of furfural separated by the fractionating column 1Wl8 0.389 
pounds. or 2.593 per cent. The amount of furfural in the waste liquor was 
0.102 per cent. The total yield of furfural was 2.595 per oent plus 0.102 
per cent. or 3.295 per C«1t. 
Although the oolor of the cellulose obtained in Run 10 was white. the 
alpha. oellulose oontent was not improved over that of the previous runs. 
The yield of rurrural was lovrer than that obtained 1n the small soale 
experiments. In the following rtm 5.62 pounds of sulfurio acid. 2.26 
pounds of sodium nitrate. end 2.25 pounds of sodium ohloride were used in 
the first acid cook and in the second aoid oook. The results of Run. 72 
are given below: 
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Run 72 
Yield of lignin 10.33 per cent 
Yield of cellulose 20.80 per cent 
Color of cellulose \1hlte 
Alpha oellulose 88.27 per oent 
Ash 1.93 per cent 
Ash in original sample 1.32 per oent 
AmOlmt of furfural separated 
by the 1'ra.ctionating column 3.98 per oent 
Amount of furfural in the 
waste liquor 1.57 per oent 
Total yield of furfural 5.55 per cent 
The quall~ of the oellulose and the yield of furfural were better 
than for the preceding run. In the following run 4.69 pOlmds of sulfurio 
acid. 1.875 pounds of sodium nitrate. and 1.815 pounds of sodium ohloride 
were used in the first aoid cook and in the second aoid cook. The results 
of Run 73 are given belowa 
Rlm 13 
Yield of lignin 11.21 per oent 
Yield of oellulose 29.81 per oent 
Color of oellulose fihite 
Alpha cellulose 90.02 per oent 
Ash 2.41 per oent 
Ash in original sample 2.42 per oent 
Amount of furfural separated 
b.1 the fractionating column 
Amount of furfural in the 
waste liquor 
Total yield of furfural 
4.21 per cent 
0.88 per cent 
5.09 per oent 
The que1ity of the cellulose was better than in RlDl 72 and the yield 
of furfural was about 1 per oent lower. The procedure in the follcnrdng 
run was the same as in Rw 13 exoept that the mixture for the second 
caustic cook was not hoated, but was allO\"red to stand at room temperature 
for 3 hours. The results of RlDl ;4 ere given below. 
R\U'l 74 
Yield of lignin 
Yield ot cellulcse 
Color of cellulose 
Alpha cellulose 
Ash in original smnple 
Amotmt of furfural separated 
b.r fractionating oolumn 
AmOtmt of furf\ll'e,l in the 
waste liquor 
Total yield of furfural 
11.94 per cent 
32.15 per cent 
l1hite 
90.01 per cent 
2.40 per cent 
0.87 per cent 
4.31 per cmt 
0.87 per oent 
5.18 per cent 
The alpha oelluloGo content of th e oollulose was slightly higher than 
in Run 13 and the yield of celluloso was hif1ler. For these reasons it 
seems best to carry out the second caustic extraction at room temperature. 
The filtrate !'ran the lignin filtration contained a large amount of 
organic material in solution. The filtrate was evaporated to recover this 
matorial. The weight of filtrate 1I'8.S 168 pounds. The filtrate was 
evaporated to a weight of 12 pounds and then cooled to room temperature. A 
large amount of inorganic material oryste.lli~ed out. This crystalline 
material was filtered out ftld dried. The yield was 7.05 potmds or 42.0 
per cmt.. The material had a grayish oolor, whioh was probably due to the 
presence of sane organic matter. The remaining liquid "ll8.S evaporated 
further Giving a. black gummy matorial. The yield was 1.62 pounds or 10.8 
per cent. In' the disoussion that follows this mo.terial was called 1twater 
soluble residue." 
The crystalline material was dissolved in water and filtered. An 
excess of barium c..ltloride solution was added to precipitate the sulfate 
ions present. The barium sulfate precipitate was filtered out, dried, and 
weighed. Fran 'the weicht of beri1.!n sulfate the per CEllt of sodium sulfate 
in 'the crystalline rr.aterial'ws,a calculated.. The per oent of Bodim sulfate 
was 63.6 per oent. The ash in the water soluble residue wa.s determined by 
19nitin£ the residue in a porcelain crucible. The per cent a$h was 27.3. 
In the next run sodiun oarbonate was used instead of sodium hydroxide 
in the caustic cooks. The results of Run 75 are given below: 
Yield of l1{pin 
Yield or cellulose 
Color of oellulose 
Alpha cellulose 
Run 75 
6.60 per oent 
39.41 per OElllt 
Tan 
75.65 per cent 
Ash 2.02 per cent 
Ash in original sample 1.78 per cent 
Yield of crude sodium sulfate 44.7 per cent 
Per cent of sodium sulfate in 
the crude sodium sulfate 65.8 per CEnt 
Yield of water soluble residue 10.7 per cent 
Per cent a.sh in the water 
soluble residue 23.2 per cent 
The cellulose had a lIluch lower alpha cellulose content and wao lIluch 
darker than that obtained in the rtms using sodium hydroxide in the 
caustic cooles. In the next run a. mixture of 0.6 pounds of sodium hydroxide 
and 2.4 potm.ds of sodium carbonate wa.s used in the second caustic cook. 
The results of Run 76 are given belOWI 
Run 16 
Yield of l1rtlin 4.78 per oent 
Yield of cellulose 40.13 per cent 
Color or cellulose Very light tan 
Alpha cellulose 89.77 per oent 
Ash 1.49 per cent 
Ash in original sample 0.87 per oent 
Yield of crude sodium sulfate 39.3 per cent 
Per cent of sodium sulfate in 
the crude sodium sulfate 68.7 per oent 
Yield of water soluble residue 12.32 per cent 
Per cent ash in ihe 1'/8.ter 
soluble residue 53.2 per cent 
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The cellulose had almost 8.S high an alpha cellulose cCl'ltent 8.S in 
the best run using sod! un hydroxide alone in the caustic oook. In addl-
tion the yield of cellulose was hiliter. In ~e next run a mixture of 1.2 
pounds of sodium hydroxide and 1.8 pounds of sodiun oarbonate was used. 
The results of RWJ. 77 are given below. 
Run 77 
Yield of li~1n 10.71 per cent 
Yield of cellulose 36.67 per oent 
Color of oe11ulose Very light tan 
Alpha cellulose 89.93 per cent 
Ash 1.38 per cent 
Ash in original sample 0.94 per cent 
Yield of crude sodium sulfate 43.7 per oent 
Per cent of sodhI!! sulfate in the 
crude sodium auUat. 64.S per oent 
Yield of water soluble r~sidue 11.3 per oent 
Per cent ash in _ter soluble 
residue 25.4 per cent 
The cellulose had about the seme alpha cellulose content as in the 
preceding l'Un. However, the yield of cellulose was lower than in "the 
preceding run. 
Plastics Using Liglin and water Soluble Residue 
The mold ing powders prepared in the followinl:'; experiments were molded 
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into disks 1 5/8 inches in diameter end about 3/16 of an inch thiok, 
The disks were tested tor water absorption by immersing the samples in 
water for 24 hOtU'" s. .At the end of thie period the samples 'Were removed 
from the water, wiped dry with a oloth, and the inorease in weight 
determined ., 
The strength of the disks was determined by a orushing-impact 
test. The sample was plaoed under a rod with a peen-ahaped end and a 
5-pound weight allowed to ta1l onto the red. The testing was started 
with the weight dropping 1 inch, and the distance was inoreased 1 
inoh for each succeeding trial until the disk craoked. The maximum 
possible drop was 24 inohes_ In each case the impaot strEllgth was 
-determined after the sample had soaked in _tel" for 24 hours. 
In the 1'01lowing runs lignin from Run 12 was used as an extender 
for bakelite with wood 1'1our as a filler. _ The molding time was S 
minutes and the temperature md pressure were 1800 C. and 5.000 pounds 
per square inoh respeotivel;y_ The re8U~ts are shownin~ Table XX. --
The results given in each oase are the averages tor three samples. 
The results given in Table XX show that the strength of the plastics 
was increased slightly when up to half of the bablite was replaced. by 
lignin. However. the water absorption was higher and the plastios were 
darker in oolor. The bakelite used in the above experiments was obtained 
from the Bakelite Corporation. 
The procedure for produoing a plastio fran C ornoobs and cresol is as 
follows (23). 2.100 parts oresol. 1.400 parts CObs. and 546 parts of 1.365 
sp_ gr. sulfuric acid are heated at a pressure of 35 pounds per square 
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Table :xx 
Ugnin Used as an Extender for Bakelite 
Campositian, per eent. Wa.t~r Impaot 
Wood other Appeuance absorption, strength. 
Bakelite flour Li~in reagents per C«1t In. 
60 50 Tan, shln,. 0.69 9 
26 50 20 2.~ lime Black, shlny 3.36 10.7 2.5% hexa-
methylene-
tetramine 
30 50 16 2.0% lime Black, shiny 1.63 9.6 2.0% hexa-
methylen.e-
tetramine 
30 60 20 2.5% aniline Black, shiny 2.42 11 2.5~ furfUral 
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inch for 30 minutes. The pressure is then released snd the mixtur 8 heated 
to 230 0 C. for about 45 minutes. The molten resin is poured into a pan. 
oooled, and powdered. The powder is mixed with an equal weight of filler 
and 3 per oent hexamethylenetetramine. The powder 1s molded at a temper-
ature of 2000 C. 6!ld a tressure of 6 .. 000 pounds per square inch for ~ 
minutes. 
In the following run lignin and water soluble residue from Run 74 were 
added to the corncob. oresol. sulturio acid mixture. One hundred and five 
grams of cresol, 10 grams corncobs, 10 gams sulfuric acid, 10 grams water, 
70 gramsliGlin, and 10 grams of water soluble residue were heated at 1200 c. 
for 50 minutes and 8l; 1600 C. for 15 minutes. The molten resin was cooled 
and ground to a. fine powder. The yield of resin was 301.1 grams. One 
hundred parts of resin were mixed with 5 parts ot lime fIld 6 parts of hexa-
methylenetetrmnine. This powder was then mixed with equal parts ot wood 
o flour and molded at a temperature ot 190 c. and a pressure of 5.000 pounds 
per square inch for :5 minutes. The samples molded well and had a black. 
shiny atrtace. The water absorption 1I1S 6.51 per oent and an impact strength 
was 13 inches. 
For CO'!npariSCr1 a batch ot corncob-cresol resin was made the same as 
above except that no lijglln or water soluble residue was added. ene hundred 
parts of rea~.n were JI\~:x.,d with 5 parts of lime and 6 parts of hexamethylene-
tetramine. This powder was then mixed with an equal weight of wood flour 
and molded at a tenperature of 1900 C. and a pressure of 5.000 ~dlS per 
square inch for 3 minutes. The samples molded well and had a black shiny 
surface. The water absorption 1I8.S 6.12 per cent end the impaot strength 
was 8.3 inches. 
In the next run 100 grams of cresol. 100 grms ot li&11n, 100 grams of 
water soluble residue. 10 gams of' sulfuric acid .. and 10 grams of wa.ter 
were heated at 120° o. for 30 minutes. and at 160° c. for 15 minutes. The 
molten resin was e coled and ground to a tine portder. The yield of resin 
1I'&S 238.3 grams. One hundred parts of resin Tlere mixed ~ith 5 parts or 
lime and 6 parts ot hexamethylenetetramine. This powder was then mixed 
with equal pu-ts of wood flour and molded at a temperature of 1900 O. and 
a. pressure of 5.000 pounds per square inch for 3 minutes. The samples 
molded well and had a blaok mlny surface. The water absorption was 6.61 
per oent and the impact strength was 15.7 inches. 
In the following runs the resin prepared in the al>ove run 'W.B mixed 
with bakelite and \'IOod flour and molded mder the S8me conditions as above. 
The resul ts are given in Table XXI. 
Table XXI 
Bakelite end Lignin, Residue Cresol. Plastic s 
Composition, per cmt Water Impaot . 
Lignin. residue. Wood Appearanoe ab30t'ptian .. strength, 
Bakelite cresol resin flour per cent in. 
50 50 Tan. shiny 0.69 9 
30 20 50 Black. shiny 1.68 9 
20 30 50 Back. shiny 3.90 14.7 
10 40 50 Black, shiny 4.55 15.3 
50 50 Black. sliny 6.61 15.7 
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The r&sulta given above shoW'that a plaatie with a much higher impaot 
strength then bakelite oen be made hom .the lignin ond water soluble 
residue. The water 3bsorptian oan be decreased by mixing be.kelite w1th 
the resin without lowering the strength appreciably as long 9,S the per cent 
of bakelite 1s 20 per cent or lower. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1. The following prOducts can be produced from 100 parts of hemp 
hurdsl 36 .7 parts of cellulose having an alpha oellulose oontent ot 90 
per cent. 10.7 parts lignin. 5.2 parts furfural, and 11.3 parts ot a water 
soluble residue. In addition abcut 40 parts of crude sodium sulfate can 
be reccvered. The chemicals required are 62.6 parts sulfuric acid, 26 
parts sodium nitrate, 25 parts sodium ohloride .. 8 parts sodium hydronde .. 
and 12 parts of sodium carbonate. 
2. Smaller amounts or chemicals are required if 2 acid oooks and 2 
caustic cooks are used instead of 1 acid cook and 1 oaustio cook. 
3. A mixture ot sodium carbonate and sodium hydroxide gives better 
results in the caustio oooks than sodium hydroxide alone. 
4. Only a small amount ot the pentcslUlS are converted to turf\tral in 
the aoid ccok. The conversion to f\trfural is completed in the distillation 
ot the filtrate from the acid oook. 
5. The lignin oan be used as an extender tor bakelite. The plastios 
containing a mixture of lignin md bakelite were slightly stronger than 
those conta1ning bakelite alone. HOII'ever. their water absorptiOn _s a 
little higher. 
6. A plastic can be produced from the lignin and water soluble residue, 
which is considerably stranger than bakelite plastics ccntaining the same 
amount or filler. 
Cellulose ha.vint; en alpha cellulose oClltent of 90 per oent. lignin. 
furtural. and a water soluble residue was produoed fran hemp hurds. The 
hemp hurds were tirst 0 coked with an acid solution containing sulfuric 
acid. sodium nitrate. and sodium chloride. The mixture was then rlltered 
and the filtrate distilled to produce turf'ural. The residue tromthe first 
aoid cook W&s given a caustic cook end riltered. The oaustic filtrate was 
acidified ldth the acid lert from the furfural distillation. and the lignin 
Which precipitated was filtered out end dried. 
The residue left fran the first caustio oook was gi'Yen a second acid 
cook. The acid solution oontained sulfurio acid. sodium nitrate. and sodium 
chloride. The mixture was then tiltered and the aoid filtrate sa'Yed £or 
the first acid cook of the next run. The residue from the second acid oook 
1I8.S cooked with a solution containing sodium hydroxide and sodium. oarbonate. 
The mixture was then washed and the caustic tiltrate Baved for the first 
caustic oook of the next run. The oellulose lett behind 'Was washed 
thoroughly and dried. 
The filtrate from the lignin filtration 1I8.S evaporated to recover 
crude sodium sulfate and a .. tar soluble residue. The lignin was used 
as an extender for bakelite. A strang plastio was produced fran the 
lignin and water soluble residue. 
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